
•Hands-free intercommunication

•Have peace of mind from being able to see, hear and speak to your visitors before opening the door

•Conveniently unlock the door for visitors without having to go to it
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� Full-duplex AEC & noise reduction � RF ID and mobile access� SIP& Asterisk multi-platform� High de�nition video & voice

Best Choice O�ce / Home Access Control

720P SIP Video Door Phone with RFID & PoE

magic embedded 

Midas Touch

•Provides Anti-tamper and Advanced Protection

•See/Talk visitors with High De�nition Video and Voice

•Unlock the door with an RFID, Remote DTMF or Local Password

•Control Communication and Security over Internet

•HD camera with infrared light and night vision

•Three IR LEDs provide clear image in low light condition

•Wall-mount design for outdoor unit

•Tamperproof protection - Alarm will sound when cover is removed from the housing

•Supports several ways of opening door

•Maximum resolution 1280 x 720 @ 30 fps

•Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC) is featured on speaker path

•Adjustable brightness, contrast and volume settings

•Full-duplex noise reduction and voice recognition are possible in distance of up to 5 meters

•HD voice using wideband G.722 coding produces clearer sound

•Barge-in and calls can be switched automatically

•Standard IETF SIP protocol

•Compatible with the Asterisk IP PBX systems or various platforms

•Compliant with IEEE 802.3af PoE interface for �exibledeployment

•VPN, VLAN, QoS, 802.1x, HTTPS, TR069 and auto-provisioning

BENEFITS

HARDWARE

VIDEO AND AUDIO

NETWORK AND CONFIGURATION

EASY INSTALLATION AND MANAGEMENT
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                               MPL-2000

                Fingerprint Padlock with iKey

MPL-2000

Ultra-light High-security Fingerprint Identification Padlock with iKey

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

STATE-OF-THE-ART- Capacitive �ngerprint sensor allows unlocking in under 0.7 seconds
INDEPENDENT- No unreliable apps, no bad connections, no arcane lock/unlock procedures
MULTI-USER- Store up to 30 sets of �ngerprints for backup �ngerprints and multiple users
ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM-  Lock becomes faster and more accurate with each access
RECHARGEABLE - Ultra-long battery life lasts 1200 uses, and the lock can be charged via USB, 
mobile power bank, etc

The MPL-2000 o�ers compact, one touch �ngerprint locks that come in a variety of vibrant colors. These eye-catching locks were designed to protect 
handbags, laptop bags, purses, briefcases, and other small to mid-size portable personal items. If you travel often, then a padlock for your luggage 
becomes one of those essential pieces on your packing itinerary. The days of relying on easily losable keys and those tiny little combination dials are 
over. MPL-2000 approved travel smart lock o�ers both peace of mind for the security of your luggage by using �ngerprint recognition technology, 
alongside incredible ease of use when you actually need to get at your stu�.  

Identi�ed time : < 1 sec
Fingerprint capacity: 30 sets
Battery type: Rechargeable Li-polymer battery
Battery power: 4.2V 50mAh
Battery life: At least 1200 times (lock & unlock) per charge. At least 160 times (lock & unlock) at 
low battery level
Charging input : 5VDC @ 36mA (max), USB charge port for battery charging and emergency 
power
LED indicator/ Beep tone: for unlock, lock, �ngerprint mismatching, enrollment mode, low 
battery, charging
Housing material: Zinc alloys
Dimension : 63 x 28 x 10 mm
Weight: 37g
Shackle tensile strength: 25 ~ 30Kg
Operating temperature : -10°C ~ 40°C
Protection rating: IP54
Certi�cate: CE, FCC

ORDERING INFORMATION

MPL-2000-BK: Black �ngerprint padlock with ikey
MPL-2000-SV: Silver �ngerprint padlock with ikey
MPL-2000-GD: Gold �ngerprint padlock with ikey
MPL-2000-BL: Blue �ngerprint padlock with ikey (MOQ required)
MPL-2000-RD: Red �ngerprint padlock with ikey (MOQ required)

Notice: Product Specifications are subject to change without notice. / Version : MPL-2000 ・Q3 v.1.0 / Update date : 09-07-2018


